Global energy problems will remain a challenge in the coming decades. The impact of climate change and the melting of polar sea ice opening up access to offshore hydrocarbon resources in the Arctic Ocean raises questions for both civil society and the scientific community over drilling opportunities in Arctic marine areas.

Disparities in approach to the governance of oil and gas extraction in the Arctic arise from fundamental differences in histories, cultures, domestic constraints and substantive values and attitudes in the Arctic coastal states and sub-states. Differing political systems, legal traditions and societal beliefs with regard to energy security and economic development, environmental protection, legitimacy of decision making and the ownership and respect of the rights of indigenous people all affect how governance systems of oil and gas extraction are designed.

Using a multidisciplinary approach and case studies from the United States, Norway, Russia, Canada, Greenland/Denmark and the EU, this book both examines the current governance of extraction and its effects and considers ways to enhance the efficiency of environmental management and public participation in this system.
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11 Securing the coastal Sámi culture and livelihood

Øyvind Ravna and Kristoffer Svendsen

Introduction

As the rights of the indigenous Sámi have come under increased scrutiny, the situation of the coastal Sámi has been investigated by, among others, the Sámi Rights Committee and the Coastal Fishing Committee (CFC). The latter was established in 2006 with the mandate to examine the right to fish along the coast of Finnmark (the extreme north-east of Norway, an area that borders Finland to the south and Russia to the east).

This chapter deals with the legal protection of the substantive culture and livelihood of the coastal Sámi. In the aftermath of the work of the CFC, which was not approved by the Norwegian government, two main questions must be asked. First, is the access of the Sámi people to fish and marine resources adequately protected? And second, as increased needs for energy, together with the rapidly changing climate, point toward a more active petroleum industry in the Arctic seawaters, can the threat posed by these activities be controlled relative to the coastal Sámi culture?

The first part of the analysis will elaborate on the current legal situation, examining national and international laws protecting indigenous peoples in general and the Sámi in particular. The second part will analyse the legal protection of the coastal Sámi with respect to the impacts of the oil industry, particularly oil spills. Here the approach will be the law on compensation of damages, rather than the threshold for interventions contradicting international law.

Sámi rights to fisheries and marine resources

Historical backdrop

The earliest historical records

Although the dispute over marine resources in the coastal Sámi areas can be traced back to the early twentieth century, the rights themselves are much older. The first historical record of such resources is the narrative of the Viking chief Ottar, dating from the ninth century. The coastal Sámi culture
extended from the coast of Helgeland, Norway, to the Kola Peninsula in Russia. It involved both local home fishing and seasonal fisheries such as cod fishing in the Lofoten archipelago. Until the thirteenth century, only the coastal Sámi used these marine resources. From that point on, the appearance of the European stock fish market resulted in an expansion of Norse settlers northwards.

The fishing gear used by the coastal population was of such nature that it could not possibly have put them at risk of overfishing fish stocks. The competing interests of the well-capitalised pelagic fishing fleet, however, raised disputes as early as the early twentieth century; by the end of the century, with the new Norwegian fishery regulation of 1990, concern had emerged about injustice in the allocation of fishing quotas and rights to catch. Because the new regulation regime granted fishing rights on the basis of historical catch, the coastal Sámi lost a significant proportion of their rights, established over the centuries, because of low ‘historical catch’ in the three previous years.

The issue of coastal Sámi rights to coastal fishing

The question of the rights of the coastal Sámi to fishing was included in the mandate that the Sámi Rights Committee had been tasked to investigate in 1980. The committee found that the most appropriate way to facilitate Sámi coastal fishing along the Finnmark coastline was to provide administrative priority, including free fishing for vessels less than 10 m. It also proposed that local influence in the management of the coastal fisheries should be increased. The Norwegian government, however, did not approve these proposals.

The issue of Sámi coastal fishing rights was, however, the subject of consultations between the Norwegian government’s Standing Committee of Justice (SCJ), the Sámi parliament, and the Finnmark county council prior to the adoption of the Finnmark Act in 2005. In the preparatory work for the Act, the SCJ stated its awareness that coastal fishing is an important part of the livelihood of the Sámi culture, that the Sámi currently suffer from unreliable legal protection and that the Norwegian government should undertake an investigation of these issues.

In acknowledgement of these points, the SCJ required the government to carry out a study of the Sámi rights to fish in the sea along the coast of Finnmark as soon as possible, including a minimum fishing quota for vessels less than 10 m. Under the guarantee that such an independent investigation would be undertaken prior to the adoption of the Finnmark Act, the parties agreed to remove this issue from their negotiations.

The attempt to establish a Finnmark fishing act

The proposal of the coastal fishing committee

Based on the proposal by the SCJ and additional consultations with the Sámi parliament, the Norwegian government in 2006 established the Coastal
Fishing Committee (CFC), with the mandate to investigate the rights of the coastal Sámi and others to fish in the sea off the coast of Finnmark. In February 2008, the committee submitted a unanimous report in which it concluded that the peoples living around the fjords and along the coast of Finnmark have legal rights to fish in the mandated sea waters. The basis for these rights were, first, historical use, and second, the commitments of international law protecting the exercise of culture of indigenous peoples and minorities as codified in the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) Article 27, stating that ethnic minorities shall not be denied the right to enjoy their own culture. These are rights that apply regardless of governmental fisheries regulations. To support its conclusions, the CFC presented research conducted by Kirsti Strøm Bull. This research documented that fjord fishing has been considered as an exclusive right of the local population. According to Bull

The use that the Sámi people from olden times exercised in the fjords was by the beginning of 1800s of such a nature that it constituted grounds for established rights. Thus there is no reason to estimate their use differently from the use that reindeer herders and others exercised on the mainland.

In addition, Bull argued that ‘[i]n accordance with the opinion that there may be local rights to fish in sea waters, this use has been of such a nature that people in the fjords had acquired a right to this fishery.’

The CFC proposed that these rights of fishing, which were named fjord rights, should be codified in a new Finnmark Fishing Act in order to ensure their implementation. The committee recommended the inclusion of a right to fish for personal consumption, a right to take up fishing as a livelihood, and a right for professional fishermen to catch in order to provide the financial basis for a household. In relation to the necessary governmental regulations or restrictions on fishery resources, the committee also recommended that the coastal population’s right to fish to a sufficient degree should be completed by quotas. In determining such quotas, the committee stated, the substantive basis for the coastal Sámi culture and other coastal cultures in Finnmark must be secured by statutory rules. Notably, the proposed fjord right (comparable to rights in, e.g. Canada) was drafted as a right relative to a geographically defined area. Such a fjord right would mean that all persons living around a fjord have the right to fish in that particular fjord, irrespective of their ethnicity. The committee’s report also included a proposal to establish a regional governing body – Finnmark Fisheries Management – to determine the framework of the fjord fishing right in each fjord according to specific terms in the proposed act, including the resource bases. According to the draft, the management should provide necessary fishing permits for implementing the right to sea and coastal fishing.
The ministry’s response

Both Sámi and local fishermen’s organisations in Finnmark largely approved the CFC’s draft for a Finnmark Fishing Act. The position taken by ocean trawlers and the central fishermen’s association, however, was that the draft challenged their access to marine resources allocated to them under the government-approved quota system. The government apparatus, including the ministry of fishery and coastal affairs, naturally supported the ocean trawlers, leaning on the doctrine that ‘the wild living marine resources belongs to the community of the country as a whole’.  

One of the strongest opponents of the CFC’s recommendation, and a spokesman for the Norwegian government, was the Attorney-General, who, several months after the deadline of the hearing, filed a negative submission that closed the doors on the draft becoming a law bill. Commenting on the submission, the Attorney-General inquired as to whether ICCPR Article 27 protected fishing with modern gear. This elicited a response from the head of the CFC, Carsten Smith, stating that ‘it cannot be required that the coastal Sámi shall continue to use oars and sails in order to enjoy legal protection for coastal fishing’.

Norway fails to recognise Sámi rights to fish in the sea off Finnmark

Despite the position of the local communities of the Finnmark coast and local fishermen’s associations, and the recommendations of the UN special rapporteur James Anaya, the Norwegian government rejected the CFC’s draft bill. In the later preparatory work for the Marine Resources Act, the ministry emphasised that it did not share the opinion of the CFC that, based on international law and historical usage, there exist fishing rights for the coastal Sámi. Instead, the ministry emphasised that the present regulations are consistent with international legal obligations to the Sámi.

In the final consultations in 2011, the Sámi parliament accepted an agreement with the government in which their historical rights were set aside in return for an annual quota of 3,000 tonnes of cod. However, the agreement did not allay concerns about injustice among the coastal population arising from the fishery regulations of the 1990s, and the Sámi parliament did not consider the consultation as a final resolution of the dialogue in furthering the draft of the CFC.

Current legislation on the rights to fish in the sea off Finnmark

Although the Norwegian government rejected the CFC’s draft Finnmark Fishing Act, and consequently failed to recognise the historical rights of the coastal Sámi, it did propose amendments to the Marine Resources Act and the Fisheries Participation Act which were intended to secure the Sámi
rights to marine resources. The Norwegian parliament approved the bill in the autumn of 2012.

In these proposals, the ministry declared that it agrees with the CFC that the concept of culture in ICCPR Article 27 covers Sámi coastal fishing rights, particularly for Sámi home-based coastal and fjord fishing built on the use of small vessels and passive gear. In contrast, with its previous position, the ministry acknowledged that this requirement does not present an obstacle to the adoption of modern technology and gear within this framework.

However, the consensus ends here. Unlike the CFC, the ministry considers coastal fishing to be an issue of regional policy rather than an international legal obligation imposed on the government, arguing that the assessments of the CFC extended these rights beyond the scope of international law. Consequently, the ministry does not agree with the opinion of the CFC that there exist particular rights to coastal fishing for the Sámi based on international law and historical usage. Instead, the ministry finds that the fish, as living resources, belong to the community as a whole, and that the current regulation is consistent with international legal obligations to the Sámi.

The amendment to the Fisheries Participation Act includes a right to fish for all persons living in Finnmark, North Troms, and other areas with coastal Sámi settlement and owning a registered vessel less than 11 m. In addition, it includes new provisions intended to raise awareness of international legal obligations to the Sámi. The new Section 1A in the Fisheries Participation Act aims to ensure that the act applies in accordance with international obligations to the Sámi and to all states, declaring that ‘The act shall be interpreted in accordance with international law of indigenous peoples and minorities.’ However, the provision does not entail any changes to the act beyond showing existing international legal obligations. It is not clear whether the new Section 1A is an implementation of ILO Convention no. 169; but since it establishes that the act is to be applied in accordance with international law on indigenous peoples and minorities, it may be understood in such a way.

The old idea of free fishing for small vessels is partly satisfied in the amendment. Section 21 includes a right to fish cod, haddock and saithe for fishermen living in Finnmark, North Troms and areas with coastal Sámi settlement in the rest of north Norway after further determination, using vessels less than 11 m.

The amendment to the 2008 Marine Resource Act includes the possibility of establishing a Fjord Fishing Committee for Finnmark, Troms, and Nordland through a new provision in the Marine Resources Act Section 8B. In addition, the amendment includes a provision in the Finnmark Act Section 29, allowing claims to rights to fishing grounds to be heard by the Finnmark Commission.

In a weak echo of the CFC’s suggestions, the Marine Resource Act also codifies a provision to safeguard the Sámi material culture in the management of the fish resources in Section 7, paragraph 2, letter G, stating: ‘In
managing wild living marine resources… it shall be emphasised that… the management measure is ensuring the material basis for Sámi culture.’

In the reasoning for this provision, the ministry argued that it is a fundamental consideration that management must safeguard the material basis of the Sámi culture and that the provisions of letter G represent a strengthening of indigenous rights compared with the previous legislation. However, the ministry refused to take a position on the indigenous issues into account in the act before the completion of the ongoing assessments of the CFC.

We have in fact seen how the government clearly took a position on the ‘indigenous issues’ in the 2012 amendment once the CFC had submitted its report. Despite thorough consultations, the Sámi parliament was not able to meet this position, and the negotiations ended far from meeting the Sámi expectations.

A new provision, based on the governmental rather than the Sámi view, now forms part of the Marine Resource Act. Section 11, paragraph 6, which covers areas with a coastal Sámi population, states: ‘By allocation of quotas of wild marine resources, and by other forms of regulation of these resources… there shall be placed considerable emphasis on Sámi use and what the use means for the Sámi local communities.’

The new provision is intended to emphasise Norway’s international responsibility towards indigenous peoples and minorities in the management of wild living marine resources, where the ministry refers to ICCPR Article 27. Furthermore, it is argued that the provision adds an additional dimension by emphasising the Sámi use of these resources, and that the Sámi coastal communities should be prioritised in the allocation of quotas. The provisions will consequently be an authority for additional quotas for allocation to vessels participating in the open group, and for new provisions in the Fisheries Participation Act, Section 21. According to the ministry, the provision, in combination with other regulations, is intended to contribute to ensuring that future Norwegian fisheries law will clearly act within the framework of international law.

At present time, it is difficult to say what impact the scattered attempt to acknowledge international law protecting Sámi culture in the two acts mentioned above will have, particularly since independent and historical rights to fishing are not recognised and consequently do not provide independent legal bases for such rights. Although the acts include some statements of principle, local fishermen can be granted increased quotas and the appointment of a Fjord Fishing Committee is proposed, there is no recognition of an enhanced right for the coastal Sámi to participate in the governance of fish resources, which would have been a natural consequence of a recognition of their historical rights. Consequently, the amended acts are very different from the proposals of the CFC for safeguarding the coastal Sámi culture.

The absence of adequate recognition of and safeguards for the coastal Sámi culture has been acknowledged internationally. Recently, the UN
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD), in a concluding observation on Norway, expressed its concerns as follows:

The 2012 amendments to the fisheries legislation (the Marine Resources Act, the Fisheries Participation Act, and the Finnmark Act) did not recognise that the Sámi have established rights to fisheries and other renewable marine resources in the Sámi coastal area, and that the legal frameworks may therefore not be able to withstand future reform.37

The CERD therefore recommends that the state party review the fisheries legislation and ensure that it fully recognises the Sámi fishing rights, based as they are on immemorial usage and local customs.38

The Sámi rights to legal protection from damage to the marine environment caused by oil spills

The impact of oil spills on the environment

The extent and magnitude of harm inflicted on people, property, environment, and communities caused by petroleum spills from vessels and offshore oil rigs and installations can be tremendous. The Exxon Valdez and Deepwater Horizon oil spills demonstrated the environmental and communal effects of large oil spills, while smaller oil spills from vessels and offshore installations in Norway have caused minor damage to the environment. As a result of the Exxon Valdez oil spill in the Gulf of Alaska, local herring and salmon stocks were destroyed. The herring population has been so low that there has been no herring fishing during 15 years after 1989.39 Previous oil spill accidents show that reliance on fishing, clean water and clean beaches for enjoyment and living can be drastically affected by oil spills. In relation to the coastal Sámi, there is particular reason to focus on oil tankers along the Norwegian coast.

Both Norway and Russia are contracting parties to the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (the CLC Convention) and its 1992 replacement Protocol,40 which regulate liability for oil-pollution damage resulting from maritime casualties involving oil-carrying ships. Both countries have also focused on the consequences of a possible oil spill from platforms in the wake of the Deepwater Horizon accident, either by confirming national legislation or by enforcing their own national regulatory regime, as well as by conducting inquiries into the accident and comparing it to their own national oil industry. Both countries are aware of the risks of oil-pollution damage from both offshore exploration and production and seagoing oil transportation, and of the huge ecological damage that oil spills may cause. There has accordingly been a focus on emergency preparedness, something that possesses its own challenges.41 However, the
Norwegian government currently argues that the new EU Offshore Safety Directive applies only to Norway’s land territory, internal waters, and territorial waters and not to the economic exclusive zone (EEZ), the continental shelf, or the high seas. 42

Norway has extensively examined the effects of such an accident in the Barents Sea, and its environment agency has warned against low emergency preparedness in the Barents Sea and possible large pollution damage before the oil is removed. 43 Simultaneously, the current clean-up infrastructures are not ideal. Conventional oil booms (floating barriers used to contain an oil spill) do not perform in most sea conditions, 44 and the chemicals used to dissolve oil on water can themselves cause additional damage to marine life. 45 Lack of sound emergency preparedness could have direct consequences for the extent of pollution damage. The growth in exploration and production in the northern parts of Russia has resulted in increased transportation of oil by seagoing vessels in the Barents region, something that, again, increases the risk of oil spills from these vessels in northern Norway. 46

Precise details of the consequent harm to the environment are generally disputed. The environmental characteristics of sea areas also vary. The report of the Norwegian Forum for Cooperation Concerning Risk 47 points out the very different environmental characteristics in the Barents Sea and in the Gulf of Mexico, and tries to a very limited extent to say something about the vulnerability of these characteristics. The conclusion is that the Barents Sea contains a sensitive ecosystem.

Regulation of compensation for damage to the marine environment caused by oil spills in Norway

Regulation does not assist in defining compensable damage

The Norwegian Maritime Code, 48 adopting the position of the CLC Convention of 1992, contains provisions 49 regulating liability for oil-pollution damage resulting from maritime casualties involving oil-carrying ships, while the Norwegian Petroleum Act 50 regulates liability for pollution damage as a consequence of effluence or discharge of petroleum from a facility. 51 Under the Maritime Code, the owner of the vessel is liable without fault for pollution damage, 52 while the Petroleum Act places no-fault liability on the licensee for pollution damage. 53 A vessel owner’s liability is limited, unless intent or gross negligence is proven, 54 while a licensee carries unlimited liability for its pollution damage. 55 The Maritime Code defines ‘pollution damage’ 56 as:

a Damage or loss caused outside the ship by contamination resulting from the escape or discharge of oil from the vessel. In addition to loss of profit, damage through impairment of the environment nevertheless
only compromises the costs of reasonable measures of reinstatement which have been or will be adopted.

b Expenses, damage or loss in consequence of reasonable measures adopted after an event which causes or entails an immediate and considerable risk of damage as mentioned in letter a, and the purpose of which is to prevent or limit such damage.

The Petroleum Act defines ‘pollution damage’ as:

Pollution damage means damage or loss caused by pollution as a consequence of effluence or discharge of petroleum from a facility, including a well, and costs of reasonable measures to avert or limit such damage or such loss, as well as damage or loss as a consequence of such measures. Damage or loss incurred by fishermen as a consequence of reduced possibilities for fishing is also included in pollution damage.

Preparatory works to the Petroleum Act give examples of certain types of damage that would qualify as pollution damage. For the purposes of this analysis, it may be noted that harm inflicted to wildlife in the sea and on land, the soiling of beaches and fishing gear, and the closure of a water area as an impediment to fishing are included. The preparatory works confirm that compensable pollution damage must fulfil the prerequisites for every type of damage compensable in delict law, including the prerequisite of economic loss. Neither the main delict statute, the Damage Compensation Act, nor the other instruments of delict legislation notably assist much in defining compensable damage. The concept of ‘pollution’ in connection to ‘damage’ must be read in conjunction with the supplementing legislation, the Pollution Control Act. It is inaccurate to state that the core of delict law is that the injured party should not be positioned worse financially with the injury than if it was not inflicted when damage is inflicted to the natural environment.

Damage to the natural environment is often considered as an infringement of non-economic interests. Infringed natural environmental interests enjoy protection in delict law, and are compensable under the Maritime Code and the Petroleum Act. Protection is expressed through the guiding restoration principle, applying compensation for costs of ‘reasonable measures’ to restore the environment back to its original state without adhering to strict economic delict requirements. However, there is no requirement that the natural environment (the injured party) should be placed in the same position as if the injury had never occurred. This indicates a softening of the economic character prerequisite, to some extent, so as to compensate damage to the environment. It is the economic character of the necessary and foreseeable expenses of the reasonable and appropriate activities to restore, replace or clean the natural resources that is compensable. This view reflects a conversion or commercialisation, which essentially gives
the infringement of a non-economic interest an economic value through
the execution of measures to avert or limit the infringement of the non-
economic value. The measures can be objectively assessed as reasonable and
appropriate, and given a specific monetary value.

Furthermore, private property rights generally enjoy a higher level of le-
gal protection than unowned natural sources. Damage inflicted to private
property and the consequential loss of economic character are compen-
sable. To illustrate, a hotel may have a beach or beautiful natural skerries
in front of it. The property owner of this hotel is compensated for damage
to the property based on the reduction in sales value and any loss to the
property’s commercial activity. The hotel’s property may also suffer envi-
ronmental damage that, in itself, does not reduce the property’s sales value,
such as damage to trees that as a result must be cut down or waterfront
vegetation that must be removed. Damage to the environment that cannot
be determined by a measurable reduction in the property’s sales value is
compensated through necessary environmental restoration or replacement
costs. Damage to certain natural resources is harder to valuate due to
the absence of individual ownership, which would reflect the human meas-
urement of a monetary value of the damage to the owner. Similarly, com-

pensation of damage to ‘un-owned’ natural resources is executed based on
compensation of necessary costs for reasonable environmental restoration
and replacement measures. If restoration or replacement is not possible,
then only clean-up costs are compensated. This is the same position taken
in the Pollution Control Act, in which the reasonable costs of restoring the
general public’s rights of commons (allemannsretter) for non-commercial
purposes, such as angling and the use of uncultivated land for private leisure
purposes, are protected and compensated.

**Protection of Sámi interests**

As a result of oil spills, the Sámi fishermen may experience loss of commer-
cial and community fishing opportunities. Sea areas could be closed for
fishing, new fishing licences would be halted, fewer fishing licences would
be issued, and/or the caught fish would reflect a quality below the standard
required for human consumption. The fishermen are directly injured parties,
even though in consequence of harm to the ocean. These types of loss to fish-
ermen are expressly protected in delict law, including losses related to lim-
itations on fishing opportunities and reduction of spawn (resulting, again, in
the reduction or loss of fish stock) and loss of complete or partial fishing
grounds due to pollution damage. As mentioned above, the preparatory
works to the Petroleum Act affirm compensation for ‘... loss that follows
directly from a relevant water area for shorter or longer period of time is
damaged, for example that fishing and shipping become hindered...’

In summary, both compensation of loss to income and profits and dam-
age to property (equipment, etc.) lie within the scope of pollution damage
covered by the act. That said, documenting losses may become a challenge for Sámi fishermen. The Alaska Native subsistence case, in the aftermath of Exxon Valdez, showed how the Alaska Natives documented their losses through lost sales, missing return on capital, and margin calculations to a lesser extent than the ocean fishing fleet. Furthermore, Sámi claims may also be rejected based on legal requirements for documentation of the causation between the oil spill and the economic loss, and by a balance-of-interest exercise made by a Norwegian court, the outcome of which is dependent on the factual circumstances.

Without going into a detailed discussion of the definition of fisherman protection afforded by the Petroleum Act, use of the phrase in its ordinary sense to mean ‘a person engaged in fishing’ would include most groups in society engaged in fishing as a cultural and traditional part of that society. The coastal Sámi could be directly affected by an oil spill, as the oil could permanently or temporarily destroy traditional Sámi fishing areas. The Sámi (and others) traditionally engage in local fishing in inshore waters with passive equipment and smaller fishing boats and return home every day. This fishing activity is conducted in combination with other types of trade or commerce. Compensability depends on the exercise of use, a defined and limited group of fishermen, a limited geographical fishing area, and dependence on the activity. In the Kåfjord case, which was decided by a small majority, the Norwegian Supreme Court granted compensation for expropriation for the infringement of public interests. The case concerned the question of whether the decision made by the Norwegian authorities in leasing the rights to perform hydropower activities was an expropriation of the local fishermen’s rights and of the common interest, which made coastal fishing more difficult. The fishing interest could be considered exclusive due to its strong geographical limitation, because the population engaged in local fishing of cod in the inner part of the fjord arm, and because this fishing interest had, from an early period, constituted a considerable part of the population’s household economy. The court confirmed the stand taken in another Supreme Court case: that if a claim for compensation of a loss due to water regulation was not based in a right, the use must be ‘... so concentrated and specific that it outwards appears essentially as the exercise of a right.’

The court interpreted this to mean that for an interest to be protected, the exercise of the use that was the reason for the protection must have been to some extent exclusive and must have had a significant economic impact on the users.

If the coastal Sámi have indeed suffered an infringement of their local public fishing interests, they may as a consequence have a stronger connection to such fishing interests, as fishing in their local surroundings is a strong part of the coastal Sámi culture – especially in view of the fact that the sea Sámi culture is currently fragile and endangered. Additional ethical, moral, and cultural considerations, as well as international agreement obligations, may also have an impact on this issue.
Protection in delict law of collective rights and rights of common

Previously, only specific or special interests of economic character were protected by the delict rules. A special interest can be seen as an individual right protected by the aim of relevant legislation. Delict law protects individuals’ proprietary rights, which include the right and the ability to transfer the property from one person to another and the power to use the property and to exclude others from it. Hence, neither collective rights nor rights of common were protected in delict law. This has changed to some degree with the development of case law.

Rights of common are often considered to be a benefit located in water, ocean or the air, which in delict law are not considered protected, because no private property rights can be identified in these public benefits.82 Some examples of rights in common are the right to fish in the ocean or in public lakes, the right to collect seaweed and sea tangle beyond the point of where the private property rights end, swimming, and access and berry-picking on uncultivated land.83 Rights of common are vested in members of the public at large, including Sámi individuals, but not limited only to Sámi individuals.

Collective rights are rights belonging to a collective, which means that the rights can be exercised only by members of the collective.84 Sámi collective rights are an example of such rights.85 The collective’s interests are protected in delict law, but not the interests of the members of the collective.86 Members of the collective can be limited by a class of specific individuals or by a geographical area.87

Putting these protected rights into perspective, then, rights of common are not limited by an identifiable circle of individuals and hold weaker protection in delict law than collective rights. In other words, protection in delict law can be considered a sliding scale, with the strongest protection for individual rights, somewhat weaker protection for collective rights, and the weakest protection for rights of common.

Conclusion

We have seen above how the Norwegian government rejected the CFC’s draft bill safeguarding fishing as the basis for the coastal Sámi culture. Instead, it proposed a far less binding legislation, which has since been approved by parliament. Although these amendments include some statements of principle, it is currently difficult to say what impact they will have in protecting the coastal Sámi culture.

The presentation above shows that both Norwegian and international compensation law is primarily aimed at safeguarding economic, tradable interests and private property. This creates additional challenges for the coastal Sámi communities, who cannot invoke title of their fishing grounds, shorelines or other areas, and are less able than the ocean fishing fleet to document losses through lost sales, missing return on capital, and margin calculations.
The weak protection currently in place for the historical rights of the coastal Sámi in the context of the growing oil industry and increased tanker transport makes it urgent to raise the question whether Norway is complying with its international legal obligations to protect the coastal Sámi culture. This question, in turn, implies that, rather than languishing in the archives of the ministries, this topic should be out in the public eye being addressed by governments, parliamentary representatives, Sámi politicians and local politicians – the latter two of these undoubtedly having coinciding interests.

A tanker accident on the coast of Finnmark could undoubtedly mean the devastation of the basis for the coastal Sámi culture. The emphasis of this provision, which is incorporated into Norwegian law with precedence in case law, seems today, however, to be very far from the realm of applicable legal arguments and case law. ICCPR Article 27, which states that ethnic minorities ‘shall not be denied the right… to enjoy their own culture’ and which is intended to protect indigenous peoples and, particularly, their access to fishing and harvesting of other natural resources as a material basis for their culture,88 deserves to receive renewed attention – not only by scholars and Sámi politicians, but, in particular, by the Norwegian government and parliament.
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